THE CLEAR, NON-EMBARRASSING TEETH-STRAIGHTENING SOLUTION.

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT YOURSELF?
82% of American adults agree that the first thing they notice about others is
not muscle size nor makeup—but their smile.
Give them a run for their buck and make it a good one!

Invisalign uses a series of
3D computer-generated
transparent plastic aligners
custom-made to gradually
and gently mold your smile.

FOR WHO?
It’s the perfect solution for people with ALL TYPES OF TEETH

OVERLY CROWDED TEETH

GAPPED OR CROOKED
TEETH

UNDERBITES, OVERBITES,
OR CROSSBITES

Which category is your smile in?
HOW DOES IT WORK?
Aligners are changed every 2 weeks.

Average treatment usually takes 1 year (1836 aligners) with ideal patient cooperation.

Invisalign must be worn at least 20 hours per
day for optimal results.
Average cost is around $5000, same as
traditional metal-braces.

INVISALIGN

VS.

TRADITIONAL BRACES

Removable
Permanent until orthodontist says so
Easy to clean
No popcorn, gum, candies, chips
Virtually invisible
Hiding your smile doesn’t count
Eat whatever you want
Mouth-sores and bleeding
Go crazy in all your favorite sports
A nightmare to clean

IT’S ALL DIGITAL, BABY!
Our iTero machine makes Invisalign that much better.

See what your smile will look like
before you begin treatment.

Aligners fit and
slide perfectly.

No more goopy-impressions.

3D Digital printing!

QUALIFICATIONS
Dr. Hinkle is a Premier Preferred Provider (extremely qualified), in
the top 5% of Invisalign Providers nationwide.
He’s completed hundreds and hundreds of successful Invisalign
cases on Adults and Teens.
Including #1 best case in 2009 and three of the top 100 cases in
2011, 2013, 2015, and 2017.
Eight cases published by Invisalign in their gallery of top cases.

5 MILLION
OVER 5 MILLION PEOPLE ARE SMILING WITH INVISALIGN!
WHAT WILL YOU DO?
Consider Invisalign in your next visit to a Premium Preferred Nationwide Provider.
Ask your dentist, “How many successful Invisalign cases have you performed?”
If their answer is anything near Dr. Hinkle’s qualifications mentioned above, you
should be in good hands.

CONTACT US
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR WOULD LIKE TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT

(918) 712-0000
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WWW.UTICADENTAL.COM
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